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Physicians are often asked to make prognostic assessments
but often worry that their assessments will prove inaccurate. Prognostic systems were developed to enhance the
accuracy of such assessments. This paper describes an approach for evaluating prognostic systems based on the
accuracy (calibration and discrimination) and generalizability (reproducibility and transportability) of the system’s
predictions. Reproducibility is the ability to produce accurate predictions among patients not included in the development of the system but from the same population.
Transportability is the ability to produce accurate predictions among patients drawn from a different but plausibly
related population. On the basis of the observation that
the generalizability of a prognostic system is commonly
limited to a single historical period, geographic location,
methodologic approach, disease spectrum, or follow-up
interval, we describe a working hierarchy of the cumulative generalizability of prognostic systems.
This approach is illustrated in a structured review of the
Dukes and Jass staging systems for colon and rectal cancer
and applied to a young man with colon cancer. Because it
treats the development of the system as a “black box” and
evaluates only the performance of the predictions, the
approach can be applied to any system that generates
predicted probabilities. Although the Dukes and Jass staging systems are discrete, the approach can also be applied
to systems that generate continuous predictions and, with
some modification, to systems that predict over multiple
time periods. Like any scientific hypothesis, the generalizability of a prognostic system is established by being tested
and being found accurate across increasingly diverse settings. The more numerous and diverse the settings in
which the system is tested and found accurate, the more
likely it will generalize to an untested setting.
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Y

our secretary just called to say that a favorite
patient of yours (a 45-year-old high school
teacher) with colon cancer dropped off his surgical
and pathologic reports. She reminds you that he is
scheduled this afternoon for a second opinion about
his prognosis. Scanning the reports, you note that
the surgeon staged the cancer at Dukes stage C1 on
the basis of negative margins and 1 positive out of
28 lymph nodes and that the pathologist staged the
microscopic tissue at Jass stage IV. You are not
sure how to translate these stages into useful prognostic information for your patient.
Time is short. You log on to MEDLINE, type
“Dukes and Jass,” and select the years 1966 to 1997.
The combined terms generate 18 references (1–18).
Of these, 4 are independent reports of observed
mortality rates (8, 11, 17, 19). You also track down
the original reports of the Dukes and Jass systems
(20, 21) and learn that both systems were developed
at St. Mark’s Hospital in London more than 30
years ago (20, 21). The Dukes system is based on
histology and extent of local, lymphatic, and venous
spread seen in the surgical specimen (20), and the
Jass system is based on microscopic pathologic staging (21). However, the reported mortality rates by
stage for these systems vary widely. How do you tell
which report and which system are most likely to
pertain to a 45-year-old teacher from Cleveland,
Ohio?
Physicians are frequently asked for prognostic assessments and often worry that their assessments
will prove inaccurate (22, 23). Prognostic systems,
including risk factors, staging systems, decision
rules, statistical models, and computer algorithms,
have been developed to standardize and enhance
the accuracy of prognostic assessments (24, 25). Although diverse techniques are used to develop these
systems, all use a sample of patients for whom the
outcome is known to relate baseline characteristics
to an outcome of interest. Once a system is developed, it can be used to generate predictions for
patients whose outcome is not yet known. A common problem in the application of prognostic systems is that the accuracy of the predictions degrades
from the sample in which the system was first developed to subsequent application; that is, the systems do not generalize (26).
Although much has been written on the evalua-
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Table 1.

Definitions of Accuracy and Generalizability

Term

Accuracy and Generalizability

Definition or Criteria

Accuracy

The degree to which predicted outcomes
match observed outcomes
Predicted probability is neither too high nor
too low (commonly shown with
calibration curves)
Relative ranking of individual risk is in
correct order (observed event rates in
those with higher scores are higher);
commonly measured with the area under
the receiver-operating characteristic curve
Ability of a prognostic system to provide
accurate predictions in a new sample of
patients
The system is accurate in patients who were
not included in development but who are
from an identical population
The system is accurate in patients drawn
from a different but related population or
in data collected by using methods that
differ from those used in development
Accuracy is maintained when the system
tested in data from different calendar
time
Accuracy is maintained when the system is
tested in data from different locations
Accuracy is maintained when the system is
tested in data collected by using different
methods
Accuracy is maintained in a patient sample
that is, on average, more or less advanced
in disease process or that has a somewhat
different disease process or trajectory
Accuracy is maintained when the system is
tested over a longer or shorter period

Calibration
Discrimination

Generalizability
Reproducibility
Transportability

Historical
Geographic
Methodologic
Spectrum

Follow-up interval

tion and reporting of prognostic systems (25, 27–
40), few investigations have directly addressed the
issue of generalizability, also known as external validity (29). Instead, discussion has focused on evaluating issues of internal validity, such as the sample
in which the system was developed, the variables
used in the model, the techniques used in system
development, or the accuracy of the system in the
sample in which it was developed. These factors
offer important insights into the probable generalizability of the system to a new sample of patients,
but they do not directly test subsequent performance (25).
We discuss the importance of systematically testing the subsequent performance of a system. We
begin by defining the relation between accuracy and
generalizability, components of accuracy (calibration
and discrimination), and components of generalizability (reproducibility and transportability). We
then discuss issues of transportability and propose a
five-level hierarchy of external validity based on the
type and degree of transportability tested. We illustrate this approach with a structured review of the
Dukes and Jass staging systems for colon and rectal
cancer as applied to the 45-year-old teacher described
previously. Because this approach treats prognostic
system development as a “black box” and focuses
on subsequent performance, it can be applied to
any prognostic system, no matter how complex.
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Accuracy and generalizability are related concepts (Table 1). Accuracy is the degree to which
predictions match outcomes. Generalizability is the
ability of the system to provide accurate predictions
in a different sample of patients.
Components of Accuracy

A series of numeric predictions may be inaccurate in two ways. The predicted probability may be
too high or too low (an error in calibration), or the
relative ranking of individual risk may be out of
order (an error in discrimination). Assume that we
have observed a sample of patients with colon cancer for whom the overall 5-year mortality rate was
50%. A system that predicted a 50% probability of
death at 5 years for each patient would be perfectly
calibrated. However, it would not discriminate
among patients who lived and those who died
within the interval. Conversely, a system that assigned a 10% probability of death at 5 years to
patients who lived and an 11% probability to those
who died would be perfectly discriminating but
poorly calibrated.
The relative importance of calibration and discrimination depends on the intended application. If
predictions are used to counsel a patient, the accuracy of the numeric probability (calibration) is important. Patients are not concerned about how sick
they are relative to other patients with the disease;
instead, they are concerned with the likelihood that
their disease will result in death or some other
important outcome (such as, in the case of our
hypothetical patient, the inability to handle the challenges of teaching) within a defined period of time.
Calibration is also important in health services research. When predicted and observed mortality
rates are compared to identify unexpectedly high or
low rates, errors in calibration can cause large numbers of hospitals or providers to appear to have
excessively high or low rates of mortality when, in
fact, the model is not calibrated (41). In contrast, if
predictions are used to stratify patients by stage of
severity in order to compare treatments within a
given stage, the important aspect of accuracy is
whether patients whose disease is within a stage are
equally likely to experience the outcome and that
the stages are correctly ranked in order of risk
(discrimination) (41).
Calibration and discrimination are evaluated in
different ways. Calibration is not routinely measured
but can be illustrated by using calibration curves,
which plot predicted versus observed outcomes (42).
Discrimination is commonly measured by using the
area under the receiver-operating characteristic
(ROC) curve (43). This area ranges from 0.5 (no
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discrimination) to 1.0 (perfect discrimination) and
reflects the probability that in all possible pairs of
patients in which one patient lives and one dies, a
higher risk is assigned to the patient who died than
to the one who lived. The area under the ROC
curve can be directly calculated from a table of
observed and predicted outcomes (44). It can also
be calculated for continuous prognostic estimates
(with or without censored observations) by using the
C statistic (37). Several sources provide more thorough discussion of measures of calibration and discrimination (37, 41– 43, 45– 49).

the development sample would not detect this problem because the development sample is homogeneous with respect to metastatic disease. Omission
of metastasis in breast cancer staging is, of course,
an obvious mistake; however, not all important
prognostic variables in a disease state are known.
Because any given sample may be homogeneous for
an important variable (known or unknown), it is
important to test the system in subsequent samples.
Transportability requires the system to produce
accurate predictions in a sample drawn from a different but plausibly related population or in data
collected by using slightly different methods than
those used in the development sample. In the case
of our patient, we want to know whether staging
systems developed at St. Mark’s Hospital in London
more than 30 years ago pertain to a 45-year-old
teacher from Cleveland whose disease was staged at
Case Western Reserve University Hospital in 1998.
Systems that are underfit may demonstrate reproducibility but not consistent transportability (50).
Therefore, data from a separate, nonidentical sample are needed to assess transportability (50).
The specific ways in which the new sample or
data collection technique differs from that used in
the development of the system determine the components of transportability to be tested. We discuss
five types of transportability: historical, geographic,
methodologic, spectrum, and interval. In many of
the following examples, we used standard methods
(44) to calculate the area under the ROC curve on
the basis of data from published reports. Transportability can have degrees: A system that passes a
mild test may fail a more extreme test. The type
and degree of transportability that are most important depend on the intended application of the system.
Historical transportability requires that the system
maintain accuracy when it is tested in cohorts from
different historical periods. It is particularly important when the severity of the disease is likely to
have changed over time. This occurs when patients’
conditions are diagnosed earlier owing to more aggressive screening practices or when medical treatments become more effective. For example, a system previously developed by Justice and colleagues
(54) was good at discriminating outcomes in an
early cohort of hospitalized patients with AIDS
from 1981 to 1987 (area under the ROC curve, 0.81
[95% CI, 0.73 to 0.89]). However, its discrimination
degraded substantially in two subsequent cohorts
from 1987 to 1988 and 1990 to 1991 (areas under
the ROC curve, 0.68 [CI, 0.61 to 0.75] and 0.65 [CI,
0.60 to 0.70], respectively) (55, 56). You, in turn,
might ask whether staging systems developed more
than 30 years ago pertain to a patient whom you
will see this afternoon.
Geographic transportability requires that the sys-

Components of Generalizability
No matter how calibrated and discriminating a
system may be in development, a system that can
only predict outcomes in the sample in which it was
developed is useless (25, 50). For a system to be
generalizable, the accuracy (that is, calibration and
discrimination) of the system must be both reproducible and transportable.
Reproducibility

Reproducibility requires the system to replicate its
accuracy in patients who were not included in development of the system but who are from the same
underlying population. A test of the reproducibility
of the system evaluates the degree to which the
system is fit to real patterns in the data rather than
to random noise. The system is more likely to be fit
to random noise (overfit) when the ratio of the
number of variables to the number of patients experiencing events is small (37). If a prognostic system is overfit, it may not generalize well.
Methods for evaluating the reproducibility of a
prognostic system have been thoroughly described
elsewhere (32, 35, 51, 52) and are based on the use
of data resampling techniques (such as bootstrapping) to evaluate the degree of overfitting. Bootstrapping techniques can evaluate errors in discrimination and in calibration and are particularly
important when the sample used to develop the
model is small (35, 52).
Transportability

Alternatively, a system may be reproducible (that
is, perform well when tested by bootstrapping) and
degrade in subsequent patient samples because of
underfitting (37, 53). Underfitting occurs when important independent predictors of outcome are
omitted from the system. For example, a system for
breast cancer that omits the presence of metastasis
may perform well in a sample of patients with no
metastatic disease and degrade badly when it is
tested in a more diverse sample. Bootstrapping of
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Table 2.

A Hierarchy of External Validity for
Predictive Systems

Level of Validation

Cumulative Generalizability Evaluated

0. Internal validation
1. Prospective validation
2. Independent
validation

Reproducibility
Reproducibility, historic transportability
Reproducibility, historic transportability,
geographic transportability, methodologic
transportability, spectrum transportability
Reproducibility, historic transportability,
geographic transportability, methodologic
transportability, spectrum transportability
Reproducibility, historic transportability,
geographic transportability, methodologic
transportability, spectrum transportability
Reproducibility, historic transportability,
geographic transportability, methodologic
transportability, spectrum transportability,
follow-up period transportability

3. Multisite validation
4. Multiple independent
validations
5. Multiple independent
validations with
life-table analyses

tem remain accurate when it is tested in data from
other locations. Mocroft and colleagues (57) developed a system to predict outcomes in patients with
AIDS that discriminated reasonably well among
three patient populations that were treated at hospitals in London (areas under the ROC curve 0.88
[CI, 0.83 to 0.92], 0.93 [CI, 0.67 to 1.0], and 0.89
[CI, 0.86 to 0.95]) (57). However, the system was
substantially less discriminating when it was tested
in an Italian cohort (area under the ROC curve,
0.71 [CI, 0.56 to 0.76]) (58). Surprisingly, the authors of the Italian study thought that their data
validated the usefulness of the Mocroft system
rather than questioning its generalizability. You, in
turn, might ask whether systems developed in London will work in a patient from Cleveland.
Methodologic transportability requires that the system maintain accuracy when it is tested in data
collected by using alternative methods. Charlson
and colleagues (36) have speculated that this may
be the most common problem when systems fail to
generalize. Differences in the methods used to define variables and collect data can cause substantial
differences in the performance of the system. If the
system cannot be reproducibly applied by other investigators, we must question its generalizability. If,
however, these differences are in clear violation of
the recommended method, the validation may not
have been a fair test of the system. An example of
the latter case is an extreme test of the methodologic transportability of the Charlson Comorbidity
Index. Although this index was developed by using
medical record data with good discrimination in the
development and initial validation sample (areas under the ROC curve, 0.82 [CI, 0.78 to 0.87] and 0.98
[CI, 0.95 to 1.0], respectively) (26), it was tested by
using discharge diagnosis codes; this resulted in an
alarming decay in discrimination (area under the
ROC curve, 0.57 [CI, 0.46 to 0.64]) (59). You might
ask whether systems based on surgical specimen and
518
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pathologic analyses completed at St. Mark’s Hospital in London generalize to methods practiced by
surgeons and pathologists who practice in Cleveland, Ohio.
Spectrum transportability refers to the ability of
the system to generate calibrated and discriminating
predictions in patients who are, on average, more
(or less) advanced in their disease process or who
have a somewhat different disease. The importance
of assessing the accuracy of predictive systems in
patient samples of varying disease spectrum has
been carefully examined with regard to diagnostic
systems (60 – 62), and two concerns apply to prognostic systems as well. First, a different average level
of severity suggests a different overall rate of outcome, which may substantially alter the calibration
of the system. A perfect system should be able to
sort patients according to risk for death so that
calibration would not degrade in samples of diverse
outcome prevalence. In reality, the calibration of
most systems will be compromised when these systems are tested in a sample of patients with very
different levels of disease severity (41). This is because statistical models are calibrated to the overall
outcome prevalence in the development sample.
Discrimination may also be altered. Perhaps the
most difficult test of discrimination occurs when the
spectrum of disease narrows from both sides; that
is, the test sample includes many patients who have
an illness of intermediate severity and very few who
are either severely ill or not very ill at all.
Follow-up period transportability requires that the
system maintain accuracy when predictions are
tested over a longer or shorter follow-up period.
Follow-up period transportability and spectrum
transportability are closely related. Alterations in
both disease spectrum and follow-up period can
change the prevalence of the outcome and may
thereby alter the calibration of the system. Furthermore, discrimination may degrade when the system
is tested for follow-up period transportability. If the
model fails to identify variables that are important
both to short- and long-term outcomes, performance may degrade when the model is tested over
different follow-up periods. For example, your patient may want to know about survival periods other
than 5 years. Can these systems also predict for
shorter or longer periods?

A Hierarchy of Prognostic Validation
We have identified types of generalizability and a
method by which each type of generalizability can
be tested (by measuring the accuracy of the system
in a different sample of patients). We propose a
five-level hierarchy of external validation for prog-
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1. Prospective validation tests the accuracy of the
system in data collected after development of the
system. It is typically carried out by the same investigators at the same institution. It evaluates reproducibility and tests the susceptibility of the system
to mild differences in historical time frame (historical transportability). However, it rarely tests methodologic or substantial geographic transportability.
2. Independent validation tests the accuracy of the
system in data collected by independent investigators, usually at a different site. The study sample is
almost always drawn from a different historical time
frame. Establishing that the system is equally accurate when applied by independent investigators is
important because independent investigators are unlikely to study identically selected patients and are
unlikely to have similar idiosyncrasies in data collecting and recording techniques (36).
3. Multisite validation tests the accuracy of the
system at multiple geographic sites. It directly tests
geographic transportability and may also provide a
mild test of methodologic transportability. Just as in
other research domains, many investigators develop
and test their prognostic systems by using data from
multiple sites (64 – 67). However, investigators rarely
report the variation in results by geographic locale.
We encourage investigators to report variation in
their results by geographic site (where sample size is
adequate to avoid extremes in random variation

nostic systems (Table 2). The level of external validation reflects the cumulative types of generalizability that have been tested and the degree of
accuracy (calibration and discrimination) maintained in these cumulative tests. A system can never
be fully validated—you can never be certain that it
will apply to the next patient to come into your
office. Nevertheless, like any other scientific hypothesis, the external validity of a prognostic system is
established by being tested and found accurate
across increasingly diverse settings. The more diverse the previous settings in which the system has
been tested and found to be accurate, the more
likely it is that the system will generalize to an
untested setting. Thus, this hierarchy views external
validation as an iterative, cumulative process. The
hierarchy we provide is not exhaustive; it is intended
instead to address commonly used study designs.
0. Internal validation tests the accuracy of the
system in the sample used to develop the system. It
is commonly restricted to data from a single geographic site. Internal validation uses data exclusion
techniques (random split sample) or resampling
techniques (bootstrapping) (32, 35, 36, 51, 52) to
determine the degree to which the model may be
overfit. Thus, it evaluates reproducibility alone and
provides no direct test of external validity. Nevertheless, internal validity is often a prerequisite for
external validity (63).
Table 3.

Discrimination in Development and Validation Studies: The Dukes and Jass Systems

System

Dukes
Development
Validation 1
Validation 2
Validation 3
Validation 4
Validation 5
Jass
Development
Validation 1
Validation 2
Validation 3
Validation 4
Validation 5

Investigator
(Reference)

Site

Dukes and
Bussey (20)
Jass et al.
(21)
Neoptolemos
et al. (8)
Secco et al.
(41)
Harrison et
al. (11)
Fisher et al.
(17)

St. Mark’s Hospital,
London, England
St. Mark’s Hospital,
London, England
Birmingham,
England
Genova, Italy

Jass et al.
(21)
Jass et al.
(21)
Neoptolemos
et al. (8)
Secco et al.
(19)
Harrison et
al. (11)
Fisher et al.
(17)

Years

Disease Spectrum

Overall
Mortality
Rate, %

Area under the Receiver-Operating
Characteristic Curve*
5 Years

3 Years

1 Year

1928 –1952

Rectal cancer

42

0.84 (0.82– 0.87)

–†

–†

1960 –1969

Rectal cancer

29

0.78 (0.74 – 0.82)

–†

–†

1967–1976

Colon and rectal cancer

27

0.81 (0.69 – 0.93)

0.74

0.70

1978 –1983

Colon and rectal cancer

43

0.73 (0.62– 0.84)

0.71

0.64

Memphis,
Tennessee
Canada and the
United States

1964 –1983

Rectal cancer

47

0.74 (0.68 – 0.80)

0.73

0.71

After 1983

Rectal cancer

46

0.76 (0.71– 0.80)

0.78

0.64

St. Mark’s
Hospital,London,
England
St. Mark’s Hospital,
London, England
Birmingham,
England
Genova, Italy

1960 –1965

Rectal cancer

26

0.85 (0.80 – 0.90)

–†

–†

1965–1969

Rectal cancer

33

0.80 (0.75– 0.85)

–†

–†

1967–1976

Colon and rectal cancer

30

0.80 (0.58 –1.0)

0.76

0.68

1978 –1983

Colon and rectal cancer

49

0.67 (0.56 – 0.77)

0.66

0.67

1964 –1983

Rectal cancer

47

0.79 (0.74 – 0.84)

0.77

0.75

After 1983

Rectal cancer

48

0.77 (0.73– 0.80)

0.77

0.70

Memphis,
Tennessee
Canada and the
United States

* Numbers in parentheses are 95% CIs. Whenever possible, the parametric estimate of the area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve was used to minimize the influence of
the number of stages on this area (44).
† No data were available.
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Table 4.

Dukes and Jass Systems for Predicting 5-Year Mortality Associated with Colon and Rectal Cancer*

System

Dukes revision
Development
Validation 1
Validation 2
Validation 3
Validation 4
Validation 5

Sample
Size

Overall Mortality
Rate

n

%

2037
710
91
110
348
687

42
29
27
43
47
46

Mortality Rate by Stage (Distribution by Stage)
A

B

B1

B2

C

C1

C2

4OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO % (%) OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO3
2 (15)
3 (16)
0 (5)
0 (4)
22 (32)
18 (25)

22 (34)
19 (44)
14 (62)
–
53 (30)
41 (28)

29 (25)

36 (30)

68 (50)
–
52 (32)
62 (41)
69 (38)
–

49 (35)

77 (4)

57 (30)

79 (17)

* The Dukes system has undergone many modifications, but all used the A-B-C-D system. Stage D was excluded in this analysis because it was available in only one study. Where stages
were subdivided in the study, they are reported and analyzed as divided.

among sites). In addition, multisite sampling allows
some assessment of spectrum transportability because the spectrum of disease may vary by site.
4. Multiple independent validations test the accuracy of the system in the hands of diverse independent investigators at diverse geographic sites. They
thereby provide more thorough evidence of methodologic transportability than any single validation,
even if that single validation is conducted at multiple sites. Differences in the methods of patient selection and data collection between the development study and more common clinical practice are
more likely to be detected when multiple independent investigators have attempted to apply the system.
5. Multiple independent validations with varying
follow-up periods test the accuracy of the system
across multiple independent investigators, geographic sites, and follow-up periods. All other things
being equal, a system that can predict the outcome
over many different follow-up periods is more generalizable. If detailed life tables are reported (68)
rather than a single cut-point of 5 or 10 years, it is
possible to calculate the discrimination and calibration of a system for any intermediate time point
that might be of interest.

disease ranged from 14% to 53% (Table 4, Figure
1). In patients with Jass stage III disease, 5-year
mortality rates ranged from 33% to 67% (Table 5,
Figure 2). You conclude that, in general, these systems are not well calibrated.
However, both the Dukes and Jass systems have
more consistent rates for this patient’s more advanced stage of disease. Dukes stage C has a 5-year
mortality rate of 49% to 79% (Table 4). (Mortality
rates for stage C1 disease are modestly lower and
more uniform— between 49% and 57%— but only
two studies report on stage C1 disease separately.)
The mortality rate associated with Jass stage IV
disease ranges from 70% to 84% (Table 5, Figure
2). You conclude that the calibration of the Dukes
and Jass systems is better in more advanced stages
of disease. Furthermore, you see that both the
Dukes and Jass staging systems were reasonably
discriminating in the development samples (areas
under the ROC curve, 0.84 and 0.85, respectively)
and that their subsequent discrimination has varied
but has been generally good. But how diverse are
the settings in which these systems have been
tested? Are there specific settings that pertain more
to this patient’s circumstances?
Reproducibility

Applying the System to the Patient
Using the background information that you just
gained, you organize data from the articles comparing the Dukes and Jass systems into three summary
tables (Tables 3, 4, and 5). (For details of how these
tables were generated, see the Appendix). Because
neither system specified a “predicted rate” of outcomes by stage, you cannot evaluate the calibration
of the system in development. However, you can
compare the rates observed by stage in subsequent
validations to see whether they are similar to those
from the development samples (Figures 1 and 2).
Overall, both systems fail to maintain calibration in
subsequent validations. For example, the mortality
rate in the average patient with Dukes stage B
520
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No report of the Dukes or Jass system used
resampling techniques. Therefore, you cannot determine whether these models were overfit in development. Although the simplicity of the models makes
underfitting more likely, overfitting is still possible if
the investigators evaluated many candidate variables
before identifying those included in the model.
Historical Transportability

The development and validations of the Jass system span 23 years (1960 to 1983). The Dukes system has undergone an even more extreme test: It
was developed on a patient sample from 1928 to
1952 and has been validated in samples from 1960
to 1983. Remarkably, the prognosis for colon and
rectal cancer has not improved much over this time.
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Nevertheless, the calibration of both staging systems
has changed with time so that the studies that were
conducted closer in time to the development sample
(validations 1 and 2) have, in general, mortality
rates by stage that are more similar to the development sample stages than to those that are less close
in time (Figures 1 and 2). For purposes of quoting
mortality rates, it seems more appropriate to emphasize the most recent data to your patient (that
is, validation 5 suggests a 5-year mortality rate of
57% for Dukes stage C1 disease and 80% for Jass
stage IV disease [Tables 4 and 5]). The discrimination of both systems seems to be less time dependent (Table 3).

Figure 1. Calibration of the Dukes staging system. Points on lines
correspond to the 5-year mortality rate by Dukes stage for each of five
validation studies and the original development report (Table 3). To show
point estimates for stage B1, B2, C1, and C2 disease when reported, point
estimates for stage B and C were repeated in studies in which mortality rates
were not reported by substages within stages B and C.

Geographic Transportability

The Dukes and Jass systems were developed at
the same hospital in London. Subsequent validations have been done in Birmingham, England;
Genoa, Italy; Memphis, Tennessee; and other sites
in the United States and Canada. The discrimination of both systems seems to have reasonable geographic transportability. Fortunately, one of the
more recent validations of these systems was conducted in Canada and the United States, so we
need not be concerned that these systems (developed in European patients) do not apply to U.S.
citizens, such as the patient from Cleveland.

patients with rectal cancer. In contrast, the area
under the ROC curve for validation 3 of the Jass
system is poor (0.67) and has degraded substantially
from the development sample (area under the ROC
curve, 0.85) (Table 3). Similarly, the calibration
curve for validation 3 of the Jass system has deviated substantially from the development values (Figure 2). Thus, the generalizability of the Jass staging
system to colon cancer appears suspect. Furthermore, methodologic transportability of this system
to other investigators may also be unreliable (12).
Because your patient has colon cancer and his
pathologic specimen was not read at St. Mark’s
Hospital, you may want to rely more heavily on the
Dukes staging system.

Methodologic Transportability

Two major issues of methodologic transportability are addressed by these validations: whether these
systems, developed to stage rectal cancer, can also
be applied to colon cancer (as in validations 2 and
3) and whether the method of measuring variables
used in development can be transported to other
investigators in the validation studies.
Methodologic transportability to colon cancer
seems to be reasonably good for the Dukes staging
system. The discrimination in validations 2 and 3 for
this systems seems to be similar to that in other
validations in which the studies were restricted to

Table 5.

Spectrum Transportability

Overall 5-year mortality has varied widely over
the validations of the Dukes and Jass systems, from
a low of 26% to a high of 49%. This suggests a wide
range of disease spectrum. Whereas the discrimination of Dukes stages (developed in a sample with an
overall mortality rate of 42%) does not seem to be
closely tied to overall mortality, discrimination in
the Jass system is better in samples with a lower

Jass System for Predicting 5-Year Mortality Associated with Colon and Rectal Cancer*

System

Jass
Development
Validation 1
Validation 2
Validation 3
Validation 4
Validation 5

Sample

Overall Mortality
Rate

Mortality Rate by Stage (Distribution by Stage)
I

II

III

IV

n

%

4OOOOOOOOOOOOOO % (%) OOOOOOOOOOOOOO3

379
331
91
121
348
722

26
33
30
49
47
48

4 (31)
8 (27)
6 (16)
16 (10)
15 (22)
22 (29)

15 (31)
19 (33)
8 (49)
43 (36)
29 (25)
39 (27)

33 (18)
54 (22)
NA
54 (48)
58 (27)
67 (24)

73 (20)
74 (17)
70 (8)
84 (6)
79 (26)
80 (20)

* NA 5 not available.
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Figure 2. Calibration of the Jass staging system. Points on lines
correspond to the 5-year mortality rate by Jass stage for each of five validation studies and the original (development) report (Table 3). Because
validation 2 reported no point estimate for stage III disease, a midpoint
between stage II and stage III was imputed by averaging the difference
between the stages.

overall mortality rate. Of note, the Jass system was
developed in a sample in which the overall mortality
rate was 26% (Table 5). Given that your patient is
from an age group that tends to have more aggressive disease (that is, greater severity), it would again
seem more appropriate to emphasize use of the
Dukes staging system.
Follow-up Period Transportability

Both the Dukes and Jass systems seem to discriminate better over observation periods longer
than 1 year. Of note, the differences in discrimination between 1 and 3 years are more pronounced
than those between 3 and 5 years (Table 3). It is
reassuring to know that these systems provide reasonably accurate long-term information. Furthermore, the ability of both systems to discriminate
over longer periods suggests that both systems are
relatively robust to differences in follow-up period.
Cumulative Level of Validation

The external validity of the Dukes and Jass systems has been comprehensively tested (Tables 3, 4,
and 5 and Figures 1 and 2). These tests include an
extreme test of historical transportability, a cumulative test of geographic transportability that represents several European and North American
countries, tests of methodologic transportability,
substantial tests of spectrum transportability, and
tests of follow-up period transportability that span 5
years. These have been undertaken by multiple independent investigators in diverse locations over an
extended period. Therefore, the cumulative level of
tested generalizability for both systems corresponds
to a level 5 (multiple independent validations with
varying follow-up periods). However, these systems
did not maintain calibration and discrimination in
522
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all of these tests. Thus, the level of external validity
achieved is more modest.
Overall, both the Dukes and Jass systems were
subject to substantial variation in calibration and
discrimination. By classifying this variation by stage
of disease and by the types of transportability
tested, it was possible to better understand the limits of the systems’ cumulative generalizability. Although neither system remained calibrated overall,
both were somewhat better calibrated among patients with more advanced disease. Furthermore,
the Jass system did not seem to generalize well to
colon cancer or new investigators, but the Dukes
system did.
Thus, we can identify useful information for your
patient. Specifically, you can tell him that both the
Dukes and Jass staging systems have been widely
tested and proved reasonably accurate and generalizable in more advanced disease. You can tell him
that both systems categorize his disease as a higher
stage, one associated with a 5-year survival rate of
40% or 50% or a mortality rate of 50% to 60%. By
using the life tables from these reports, you can also
offer him estimates for more intermediate intervals
of survival should he desire them. The way in which
you impart this information deserves careful attention to presentation (69 –71), the spiritual and psychological impact of the information (22), and the
patient’s right to know (72, 73). Other sources have
addressed these issues (74 –76).

Limitations
Our method of assessing the generalizability of
prognostic information has several important limitations. First, the method does not account for the
quality of studies; instead, it depends on how they
compare with each other. Other sources offer guidelines on how to evaluate the quality of a prognostic
study (25, 27– 40). Nevertheless, we propose a
method for evaluating the cumulative external validity of a prognostic system that we believe is a
more definitive test of quality.
Second, the Dukes and Jass systems were developed before bootstrapping methods were widely
used. Thus, we could not determine the degree to
which subsequent failures in validation are due to
lack of reproducibility (internal validity) rather than
solely problems in transportability (external validity).
Third, the Dukes and Jass staging systems are
simple and discontinuous and have discrete levels (3
and 4 levels, respectively). We chose these systems
because we wanted to make our examples accessible
to persons who are not familiar with complex prognostic models. These systems may be more susceptible than systems developed by using more sophis-
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studies of survival with original data, 6 did not report data
for the Dukes and Jass systems in a manner that would
allow generation of a mortality table (1, 3, 5, 6, 12, 18).
Another paper was published in a hard-to-find journal
(Minerva Chirurgica) (15), but a search on the first author’s name revealed that the same author had published
a paper with the same title in the same year in Digestion
(19); thus, this paper was substituted. This paper and the
remaining 3 papers identified by the original search reported mortality rates by stage for both systems (8, 11, 17,
19). In addition, the references of these papers were
searched, yielding original reports of both systems (20, 21).
Characteristics of the sample and study, such as setting, year of study, spectrum of disease, and follow-up
period, were recorded. In addition, the actual fraction of
patients experiencing the outcome of interest was collected directly or was calculated from the available information. If mortality was shown as a Kaplan–Meier plot,
mortality was independently determined at 1, 3, and 5
years by two of the authors. These determinations resulted in a 98% (87 of 89 readings) agreement within 5
absolute percentage points for mortality. Because most
reports did not specify when observations were censored,
we used the sample size at baseline to calculate numerators and denominators from reported rates. In cases of
disagreement, differences between the two readings were
averaged. Essential information included the percent mortality by stage for both development and validation samples and the numerator and denominator used to calculate this percentage (that is, the number of deaths that
occurred in each stage and the number of patients in each
stage). The area under the ROC curve was calculated
from the reported data by using software in the public
domain (44).

ticated techniques to limitations in transportability.
Nevertheless, the basic method of evaluation presented here can be applied to any prognostic technology that predicts a single event (for example,
first hospitalization or low birth weight), and most
of the methods can be extended to survival analysis
with censored observations (35, 37).
Finally, we encourage physicians to use as many
sources of externally validated prognostic information as they can find. The Dukes and Jass systems
were chosen for illustration purposes. It is possible
that other systems would offer additional helpful
information to a patient like the one discussed here.

Conclusions
Generalizability, also known as external validity
(41, 64), is the ability of a prognostic system to offer
accurate predictions in subsequent samples of patients. Accuracy is composed of discrimination and
calibration. A system that does not discriminate in
subsequent studies is unlikely to remain calibrated
(37, 41), but many systems lose calibration while
maintaining some discrimination. Because the relative importance of calibration and discrimination
depends on the intended application, it is important
to test both. Furthermore, the generalizability of a
predictive system depends on its reproducibility and
transportability. Reproducibility can be assessed by
using bootstrapping techniques in the development
sample, but the assessment of transportability requires new data.
As accurate and generalizable prognostic information increases in importance to health care,
methods for generating this information are becoming increasingly complex. Like any other scientific
hypothesis, the external validity of a prognostic system is established by being cumulatively tested and
found accurate across increasingly diverse settings.
The more diverse the previous settings in which the
system has been tested and found accurate, the
more likely it will generalize to an untested setting.
By providing an approach to evaluating the accuracy
and cumulative generalizability of these systems, we
aim to help clinicians and researchers become more
informed users of prognostic technology.
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